Introduction
We describe an algorithm for the computation of the Hankel singular values and vectors by polynomial methods. It is a much streamlined version of Illat of Young [l] . The computation of Hankel singular values arises in deterininiiig lower-order al)proxiiiiatioiis of linear multivariable systems [a] , and in 7-1, optimization [ 3 ] . We consider continuous-time systems rather than discrete-time systems as Young [l] does. The results can easily be adapted to the discretetime case.
Let G'be the u x n i strictly proper transfer inatrix of a strictly stable continuous-time system, with left and right coprime polynomial matrix frar t ion rep resent at ions with D row reduced a n d D column reduced.
The Hankel operator Gfc defined by G maps any finite-energy input U such that u ( t ) = 0 for t >_ 0 to the finite-energy signal y+ that is obtained from the corresponding output y as 
1.

2.
3.
4.
Form the polynomial matrix V by juxtapos- 1. Solve the synimetric bilateral linear polynoIt follows that mial matrix equation
where for siiiiplirity we suppress the arguinent for the square polynomial matrix C such that CR-l is strictly proper.
Perfor 111 the partial fmc t ion expansion 2. Let RI be the leading coefficient matrix
where the polynoniial coefficient matrix C is a solution of the syninietric bilateral polynoniial matrix eqii at ion of the column reduced polynomial matrix R , and CI the associated leading coefficient matrix of C. Then the Gramian I ' is
It follows e siich that C'R-' is strictly proper. that .
The singular values of this matrix are the correct numbers 2, 1, and 0.5.
(35)
Con cl ud i ng Remarks
The revised algorithm for the polynomial computation of the singular values of the Hankel operator is considerably more polished than Young's original algorithm [l] .
Whether it can compete with state space algorithms remains to be seen. Tentative numerical experiments indicate that for high-order systems scaling of the polynomial matrices N and D (so that the constant and leading coefficient matrices are of the same order of magnitude) is niandatory, and that solution of bilateral linear polynomial matrix equations by coefficient expansion is highly inefficient.
